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Red Hat Consulting
Empowering your innovation

Accelerate towards the true potential of your business.
we help you
• Optimize your infrastructure
• Develop the solutions your
line of business needs
• Free up spend to make more
strategic investments
• Increase your agility and
flexibility

It’s possible to break free from complexity to transform your business now and for the future.
By reducing IT complexity, we open the door for innovation and put customers in a position to
succeed. To do more, be better, be more cost-effective, and more flexible to adapt to changes in
technology and business. We will work with your unique requirements to develop and implement
cost-effective, maintainable solutions that help you achieve your strategic vision.

The realization of transformation
At Red Hat Consulting, our role extends beyond technical expertise. As trusted advisors, we take
a big-picture view of your organization to best understand your challenges and how to solve
them. We’ll identify the best path to where you want to be and get you there with heterogeneous
offerings that bring down the cost of IT so you can do more with less. From reducing unwanted
and unnecessary platforms and processes to leveraging best practices and the price/performance advantages of Red Hat technologies, we can help you:

Intelligently integrate your enterprise
• Establish a smart,
automated business
• Become more flexible
and responsive

Disparate systems result in many process errors, hindering the decisions that rely on what’s
coming in. Getting the right data into business processes that are intelligently able to make
decisions is critical. We can help you make timely, smart decisions so you can observe events,
disseminate information, integrate between systems, analyze and make decisions, and respond
intelligently via automated business processes.

Modernize your systems and applications
• Migrate off older systems
and applications
• Realize cost savings,
performance, and reliability

www.redhat.com

Our global team of consultants has helped hundreds of organizations tailor planning and
migration efforts around modernizing their architecture to unlock business value. From moving off older systems and middleware to building and modernizing applications across the
enterprise, we help companies realize cost efficiency while discovering the means to strategically innovate.

Harness the power of the cloud
• Accelerate
integration, adoption
• Reap cloud benefits
safely and quickly

A wide spectrum of services delivered by our global team of consultants accelerates deployments and establishes the foundation for intelligent, open, hybrid cloud infrastructures. We’ll
help you build a functional, enterprise-ready cloud, leveraging existing, multi-vendor infrastructures to quickly begin delivering the associated services and benefits against your organization’s needs.

Drive efficiency
• Establish standardization,
repeatability, and process
• Free up time, money,
and resources

Today’s enterprise infrastructures are growing in size and complexity every year. Navigate these
complexities by bringing standardization, repeatability, and finely-tuned processes to your organization. A more efficient development life cycle, driven by more efficient developers, frees up
time, money, and resources to focus on what matters most: fueling the success of your business.

Successfully adopt open source
• Formalize governance and
collaboration strategies
• Unlock new capabilities and
drive strategic advantage

The most effective route to open source optimization is to implement strategies for consumption and collaborating with communities to help drive innovation. We can help your organization formalize these governance and collaboration strategies. Our connections and communities
allow you to realize price and performance advantages, while unlocking new capabilities and
driving strategic advantage.

The freedom to choose, the freedom to save
FOR MORE INFORMATION
To learn more about
Red Hat Consulting and our
offerings, please visit
www.redhat.com/consulting or
email redhatconsulting@
redhat.com.

Open standards are about flexibility — being able to adapt and adjust quickly. We’ll work with
your existing technologies and resource providers to mix components based on what’s right for
your organization so you can do just that. By reducing proprietary vendor lock-in, you’ll be able
to define your own rules and processes and create new capability. Reduce IT sprawl that slows
performance and drives up cost and cut future IT operating expenses so you can make more
strategic investments for your business.

Delivering the capability to succeed
With global scale and direct reach into Red Hat engineering and support, no one is more qualified to solve complex customer problems and introduce risk-mitigated means for cost savings
and efficiency through open source. From middleware and application development to architecture to infrastructure and cloud services, Red Hat Consulting collaborates with customers to
achieve IT and business goals.
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